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Historic Sites at Pilgrim Haven Natural Area
1 Entrance/ Pilgrim Haven Meadow

6 Dyckman Creek & Dyckman Glen

Featuring sweeping views of Lake Michigan where the Camp Niwawka and
later the Pilgrim Haven “west camp” cabins formerly stood. In the future, this
will be the public entrance with a 49-space parking area that includes four
universally accessible (UA) spots, restroom facility and picnic pavilions (in Phase
II), and a UA walk to the beach. A small butterfly garden has been created
and registered as a Monarch Waystation along the butterflies’ migratory Lake
Michigan flyway.

2 Ludwig’s Launch

This unique part of the woods features a steeply-banked creek corridor and
shaded glen with mature trees and understory plants of very impressive
floristic quality. The volume and velocity of water moving through this
clay-bottomed channel varies widely with lake levels, climate, and weather
conditions. Local sculptors are known to access Dyckman Creek and others
along the southern Lake Michigan shoreline for the plentiful clay they offer.

7 The Fireplace Glen
An open meadow surrounded on three sides by mixed deciduous forest
with a colorful autumn palette, the Fireplace Glen includes some unusual
trees such as white walnut. This clearing surrounds the camp’s former dining
hall, which came down in 2012. The dining hall fireplace has been left as the
intended centerpiece of an eventual pavilion (in either Phase II or III) for the
enjoyment of visitors to Pilgrim Haven Natural Area. The north part of the glen
was once used for camp ball fields and “Larchmore”, the caretakers residence,
once stood in the southwest corner.

In the early 1900’s, Ludwig Pier stood at the end of 18th Street, then a
commercial launch point for Michigan-to-Chicago shipments of virgin white
pine (part of Chicago’s reconstruction). This is one of two access points on the
south side of Dyckman Creek that go through relatively low sand dunes that
change in step with the 30-year lake-level evolution cycle. Maram grass and
young oak are the dominant vegetation here.

3 Pilgrim’s Landing South
An easily accessible stretch of beach south of the Dyckman creek outlet to
the public access point at 18th Avenue. Bordered by low dunes and spanning
over 400 feet of lakefront, this area will be served by two access points: Ludwig’s
Launch and a barrier-free ramp. A mobi-mat will be placed between the water’s
edge and the ramp to accommodate wheelchairs, strollers and rolling picnic
coolers.

4 Pilgrim’s Landing North
The stretch of beach north of the Dyckman Creek outlet, this area will be
accessible by beach from the south or, in the future, by an overlook/stair
structure descending from Vesper Hill. This beach is bordered by wooded high
dune and spans nearly 350 feet along Lake Michigan.

8

The Gymnasium Glen
This small clearing within the woods is the site of the camp’s gymnasium and
is one of two access points to a half mile trail through the East Camp woods.

9 East Camp Woods
East Camp Woods is a second growth forest with a mix of deciduous and
evergreen trees. A half mile of trail winds along the creek and through the
woods to the pedestrian access at 77th Street. This area will be a continued
focus for restoration – mainly invasive species eradication that will improve
the health of the forest understory and make it a more valuable resource for
wildlife. This area was once the site of the East Camp where campers were
housed.

5 Vesper Hill Vista Point
Vesper Hill Vista Point is a wooded high dune that is perched on top of steep
erodible slopes that crest at 40 feet. The dune offers beautiful lake vistas and
was the former gathering spot for Vespers (outdoor church service) during the
Pilgrim Haven Camp years.
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